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THE TRAVELING SALESMAN PROBLEM: LOW-DIMENSIONALITY IMPLIES A
POLYNOMIAL TIME APPROXIMATION SCHEME∗
YAIR BARTAL† , LEE-AD GOTTLIEB‡ , AND ROBERT KRAUTHGAMER§
Abstract. The Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) is among the most famous NP-hard optimization problems. We design
for this problem an algorithm that for any fixed ε > 0, computes in randomized polynomial-time a (1 + ε)-approximation to
the optimal tour in TSP instances that form an arbitrary metric space with bounded intrinsic dimension.
The celebrated results of Arora [5] and Mitchell [36] prove that the above result holds in the special case of TSP in a
fixed-dimensional Euclidean space. Thus, our algorithm demonstrates that the algorithmic tractability of metric TSP depends
on the dimensionality of the space and not on its specific geometry. This result resolves a problem that has been open since
the quasi-polynomial time algorithm of Talwar [44].
1. Introduction. The Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) is a fundamental and extensively studied
NP-complete problem. Indeed, numerous articles and even whole books ([42, 34, 26, 4]) are devoted to TSP,
studying various algorithms for different families of instances. In fact, some of the most basic techniques in
combinatorial optimization were devised to tackle TSP, including for instance cutting planes [19]. The input
for (the optimization version of) TSP is a complete graph, whose vertex set we denote by S = [n], together
with edge-weights w(·, ·) that are nonnegative and symmetric,1 and the goal is to find a closed tour of S of
minimum (total) weight, where a tour is simply a permutation of S, i.e. it visits every vertex exactly once.
A prominent special case of TSP, called metric TSP, is where the edge-weights satisfy the triangle in-
equality,2 and hence the input is simply a (finite) metric space on the point set S = [n]. The importance of
this variant lies in the fact that edge-weights arising in many of the typical applications naturally represent
lengths and distances. Metric TSP offers some basic structure that may be leveraged by algorithms. In par-
ticular, Christofides [14] designed a 1.5–approximation, meaning a polynomial-time algorithm that computes
a tour whose weight exceeds the optimum by a factor of at most 1.5. It is a long-standing open problem to
improve this approximation for metric TSP, but it is known that there exists a constant c > 1, for which
c–approximation is NP-hard [40, 38, 32].
Celebrated results of Arora [5] and Mitchell [36] prove that the important special case of metric TSP
where the input metric forms a Euclidean metric, admits a PTAS.3 To be more precise, these PTAS results
apply to input metrics that are finite subsets of a fixed-dimensional Euclidean metric (in the case of [36],
the Euclidean plane). Observing that these PTAS results require two separate conditions – Euclidean space
and fixed dimensionality – it is only natural to ask:
Question 1.1. Do TSP instances that satisfy only one of the two properties, bounded dimension and
Euclidean metric, admit a PTAS?
The bounded-dimensionality requirement turns out to be necessary, as Trevisan [45] shows that TSP in
Euclidean metrics (of dimension logn) is NP-hard to approximate within some constant c > 1. It is therefore
not surprising that the running time of the aforementioned PTAS is doubly-exponential in the dimension.
Eliminating the Euclidean requirement was first addressed by Talwar [44]. Observe that a basic premise
of this question is that the notion of dimension applies to an arbitrary (non-Euclidean) metric space. This is
indeed possible, and Talwar relied on a definition put forth by Gupta, Krauthgamer and Lee [25] (following
[7, 15]): The doubling dimension of a (finite) metric space S, denoted ddim(S), is the smallest k > 0 such
that every ball in the metric can be covered by 2k balls of half the radius. This definition is essentially based
on volume growth, and indeed simple volume estimates imply that a k-dimensional Euclidean metric has
doubling dimension Θ(k). The opposite direction, however, is not true and in fact the family of metrics with
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1Formally, w(x, y) = w(y, x) ≥ 0 for all x, y ∈ S.
2The triangle inequality says that w(x, y) ≤ w(x, z) + w(z, y) for all x, y, z ∈ S.
3PTAS, which stands for a Polynomial-Time Approximation Scheme, means that for every fixed ε > 0 there is a (1 + ε)–
approximation. Note that for every constant ε > 0, the runtime is polynomial in n.
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bounded doubling dimension is significantly larger than that of bounded-dimensional Euclidean metrics (see
[30, 33, 31, 25] for details). Talwar [44] generalized much of Arora’s machinery [5] and showed that TSP in
metrics with fixed doubling dimension admits a QPTAS.4 But despite repeated attempts, the original goal
remained open:
Question 1.2. Does TSP in metrics of bounded doubling dimension admit a PTAS?
This question has fascinated researchers, see e.g. [35], for several reasons. First, the existence of a QPTAS
may be interpreted as evidence that a PTAS is possible. Second, the above question accords well with a
research program that was initiated in [25, 29, 44], and studies the analogy between Euclidean metrics of fixed
dimension and general metrics of fixed doubling dimension, from the perspective of algorithmic tractability.
It has been observed that many algorithms dealing with the former family of metrics can be adapted to deal
with the latter, see e.g. [16, 24, 3, 22] and references therein for recent instantiations. Likewise, the doubling
dimension has been established as a good measure of intrinsic dimension in the theory of metric embeddings
[13, 2, 23, 10].
A natural approach to resolving Question 1.2 in the positive would be to embed the original metric
space in a bounded-dimensional Euclidean space (such embeddings were studied in [1, 2]), and then apply
the PTAS of Arora [5]. While this general approach has been quite successful in resolving many other
algorithmic problems (see for example [8]), it fails here since any such embedding must have non-constant
distortion [30, 33, 31], in fact Ω(
√
logn) [25]. It appears that achieving a PTAS for arbitrary bounded-
dimensional metric spaces requires a new approach to bypass the limitations of the embedding.
1.1. Results. Our central contribution is a PTAS for TSP in metrics of fixed doubling dimension.
Theorem 1.3. A (1 + ε)-approximation to the optimal tour of a metric TSP instance S on n = |S|
points can be computed by a randomized algorithm in time n2
O(ddim(S)) · 2(2ddim(S)/ε)O(ddim(S))
√
logn.
The previously known running time is is quasipolynomial in n, namely 2(ddim(S)·ε
−1 log n)O(ddim(S)) , due
to Talwar [44, Theorem 8].
1.2. Techniques. We build upon the framework of [5, 44], and introduce two main new ideas (and
several more minor ones). Our baseline is a carefully-chosen variant of Talwar’s algorithm, and as described
in Section 2, it includes: (1) a randomized hierarchical clustering (partitioning) of S; (2) the introduction
of portals around every cluster; (3) slightly modifying the optimal tour (for sake of analysis only) so that
the tour is portal-respecting (crosses every cluster only at its portals) and has few crossings into the cluster;
(4) a dynamic program that computes a tour for each cluster based on the tours already computed for its
subclusters.
Our first new idea (in Section 1.5) is to estimate the cost incurred by an optimal tour inside a ball.
Intuitively, the estimate is merely an instantiation of the well-known 2–approximation of TSP using the
minimum spanning tree (stated as Lemma 1.7). But in reality, edges entering and exiting the ball interfere
with this calculation, and thus the estimate includes both multiplicative and additive error terms.
Our second new idea is to treat separately dense regions in the metric space, meaning balls in which
an optimal tour incurs a relatively large cost. If all regions are sparse (not dense), then we are almost
done – in this case we use limited randomization and enumeration, to determine the hierarchical clustering.
Specifically, we draw at random O(log n) radii-values for every cluster center, and argue that with high
probability at least one of them is useful for the construction of a good partition. We then augment the
aforementioned dynamic program to search also for the correct radii-values for the different cluster centers.
(This appears in Section 3.1.) If there is a dense region, then we can use the first idea above to find the
(nearly) smallest one. We then “split” the TSP instance into two portions, roughly the inside and the outside
of that dense region. The outside is solved recursively. The inside portion is nearly sparse because it can
be covered by a limited number of smaller (and thus sparse) balls, and so it can be solved directly by our
algorithm for sparse regions. Stitching the solutions for the two portions may be costly, but since the region
is dense, we can effectively charge our algorithm’s cost to that of the optimum. (This appears in Section
3.2.)
4QPTAS, which stands for a Quasi-Polynomial Time Approximation Scheme, means that for every fixed ε > 0 there is a
(1 + ε)–approximation running in quasi-polynomial time 2polylog(n).
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1.3. Related work. A few hardness of approximation results are known. That general (not necessarily
metric) TSP is NP-hard follows immediately from Karp’s original NP-hardness proof for Hamiltonian cycle
[27]. Moreover, this proof shows that TSP does not admit any finite factor approximation in polynomial
time, unless P=NP. Papadimitriou and Yannakakis [40] showed that metric TSP is hard to approximate
within some constant factor c > 1, even if all the metric distances are either 1 or 2. Papadimitriou and
Vempala [38] proved that approximating metric TSP within factor 220/219 is NP-hard, and Lampis [32]
recently improved this bound to 185/184. Papadimitriou [39] showed that two-dimensional Euclidean TSP
is NP-hard.
The runtime of Arora’s algorithm [5] was later improved in [41], and his geometric approach was sub-
sequently employed for other Euclidean problems in [17, 6, 18, 28]. Further extension of the algorithms of
[5, 44] to the problem of TSP with neighborhoods (under mild conditions) include [37] and [11]. Chan and
Gupta [12] gave an algorithm for TSP that runs in sub-exponential time in a larger family of instances, in
which an alternative notion of dimension is assumed to be bounded.
1.4. Preliminaries. Recall our notation for the metric TSP instance: S denotes the set of points,
d(·, ·) their pairwise distances, ddim(S) its doubling dimension, and n = |S| its size. We fix 0 < ε < 1/20,
which determines the approximation we eventually achieve to be 1 + O(ε). We may assume that ε > 1/n,
as otherwise all our results hold trivially — TSP can be solved exactly in time O(n!) by straightforward
enumeration, providing better approximation and faster runtime than our claimed runtime (which is expo-
nential in poly(1/ε)). By arguments found in [5, Section 2.1.1], namely a suitable scaling and moving points
at most distance εn, we may assume that the minimum interpoint distance in S is 1 and the diameter is
O(n/ε) = O(n2).
As usual, the metric may be viewed as the complete graph on S, with edge weights corresponding to
pairwise distances, denoted w(x, y)
def
= d(x, y). A subset of points S′ ⊆ S is sometimes called a cluster. We
let MST(S′) denote a minimum-weight spanning tree (breaking ties arbitrarily) of the complete graph on
S′. The ball centered at x ∈ S with radius R > 0 is defined as B(x,R) def= {y ∈ S : d(x, y) ≤ R}. We define
B∗(x,R) to be the edges of the complete graph on B(x,R).
Tours. Throughout, a tour T is a finite sequence of points; by convention, it is undirected, and may
visit a point more than once. A transition in T is a pair of successive points in the sequence, which may
be viewed as an edge in the complete graph on S (or a self-loop of zero weight, which can be eliminated if
needed). A closed tour is defined in the natural way by adding a transition between the last and first points
in the sequence.
The weight (or length) of a multiset M of transitions is defined as w(M)
def
=
∑
(x,y)∈M w(x, y). This
notation naturally extends to a tour T , by viewing T as sequence of transitions, hence w(T ) represents the
total length of the tour T .
Let OPT(S′) denote a minimum-length closed tour that visits all points of S′ ⊆ S.
Lemma 1.4. Let T be a tour that traverses some edge e more than once in the same direction. Then
there exists a lighter (smaller weight) tour T ′, that visits all the points visited by T and begins and ends at
the same points as T . Moreover, the edges of T ′ are a subset of the edges of T (though T ′ does not necessarily
traverse them in the same direction as T ).
Proof. We will prove the case where T traverses some edge e exactly twice in a single direction; a similar
proof holds for additional traversals. An ordering of the edges of T must take the form E1eE2eE3, where
each Ei is a (possibly empty) sequence of edges, and e = (u, v) is traversed twice in the same direction, say
from u to v. Let E¯2 be a backwards ordering of E2, which begins at u and ends at v. Then E1E¯2E3 visits
all points visited by T and has the same endpoints as T , but it skips two traversals of e, and is thus lighter
than T .
Doubling dimension. Let λS > 0 be the doubling constant of the point set S, the smallest value such
that every ball in S can be covered by λS balls of half the radius. Recall that the doubling dimension of
S is ddim(S)
def
= log2 λS ≥ 1 (assuming |S| ≥ 2). The following packing property can be demonstrated via
repeated applications of the doubling property (see e.g. [25]).
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Lemma 1.5. (Packing Property) Let S′ ⊆ S have minimum interpoint distance α > 0. Then
|S′| ≤
(
2 diam(S′)
α
)ddim(S)
,
and whenever diam(S
′)
α ≥ 2, we can further bound |S′| ≤
(
diam(S′)
α
)2 ddim(S)
.
Nets. Similar to what was described in [21, 29], a subset S′ ⊆ S is called a b-net of S if it satisfies the
following two properties.
(i). Packing: For every u, v ∈ S′ we have d(u, v) > b.
(ii). Covering: Every v ∈ S is within distance b of some point u ∈ S′, i.e. S ⊆ ∪u∈S′B(u, b).
We say that u ∈ S′ covers v ∈ S if d(u, v) ≤ b. The two conditions above require that the points of S′ be
spaced out, yet cover all points of S.
Hierarchy of nets (or point hierarchies). Recall that diam(S) ≤ O(n2) and set L def= ⌈logs diam(S)⌉ =
O(logs n) for a parameter s ≥ 4. (Section 3 will require that s is roughly (logn)1/ ddim(S).) For each
i = 0, . . . , L, fix Hi ⊆ S to be an si-net of S, called the net of level i, or of scale si. We may assume that
the nets are nested, i.e. Hi ⊆ Hi−1: Having constructed Hi, we may initialize Hi−1 = Hi, and then greedily
add to Hi−1 uncovered points of S as needed [29]. Notice that the bottom level i = 0 contains all points,
and the top level i = L contains only a single point.
Net-Respecting Tours. A tour T is said to be net respecting (NR) relative to a given hierarchy {Hi}Li=0
and value ε > 0, if for every transition in T , say of length ℓ, both of its endpoints belong to Hi for i such
that si ≤ εℓ < si+1. When the hierarchy is nested, this implies that both points belong to every net Hj with
j ≤ i, although we will find it convenient to view the edge as connecting the occurrences of the endpoints in
the single level Hi. (When ℓ <
1
ε , it suffices to connect H0 level points; in this case the hierarchy implicitly
contains levels Hi for all i < 0, and like H0 these nets contain all points of S.) We denote by OPT
NR(S′)
an optimal (minimum length) net-respecting tour that visits all points of S′ ⊆ S.
Lemma 1.6. Let 0 < ε ≤ 18 . Then every tour T can be converted to a net-respecting tour T ′ with the
same endpoints which visits all points visited by T , such that
w(T ′) ≤ (1 + 16ε)w(T ).
Proof. For every transition (x, y) in T do the following. Let x′, y′ be the i-level net points covering x, y
respectively, where i is the highest level such that si ≤ 2εd(x, y). Replace transition (x, y) with (x′, y′), and
also add transitions (x, x′) and (y, y′). The total cost of the new path is
d(x, x′) + d(x′, y′) + d(y′, y) ≤ [d(x, y) + 2 · 2εd(x, y)] + 2 · 2εd(x, y) = (1 + 8ε)d(x, y).
While transition (x′, y′) is net-respecting, transitions (x, x′) and (y, y′) may not be. These transitions are
themselves replaced by the procedure above. This leads to a series of transition replacements. As the
replacement procedure is activated on 2j transitions of length at most (2ε)jd(x, y), and recalling that ε ≤ 18 ,
the total additive cost is bounded by
∞∑
j=0
8ε · 2j · (2ε)jd(x, y) ≤
∞∑
j=0
8ε2−jd(x, y) = 16εd(x, y).
Spanning trees, tours, and patching. It is well-known that the optimal tour on a set S′ is approximated
within factor 2 by the minimum spanning tree on S′.
Lemma 1.7. Let S′ ⊆ S. Then w(MST(S′)) ≤ w(OPT(S′)) ≤ 2w(MST(S′)).
The following lemma, due to Talwar [44] (see also [43]), uses the doubling dimension to bound w(MST(S′)).
Lemma 1.8. Let S′ ⊆ S. Then w(MST(S′)) ≤ 4|S′|1−1/ddim(S) · diam(S′).
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The next lemma, due to [5, 44], is known as the Patching Lemma for doubling spaces. We say that a
transition (x, y) in a tour T crosses a cluster C ⊆ S if exactly one of x, y belongs to C. The point (among
x, y) that belongs to C is called a cross-point. A tour T may cross C multiple times at multiple cross-points.
Lemma 1.9 (Patching Lemma). Let T be a tour that crosses a cluster C at most r times, at cross-points
Cˆ ⊂ C. Then there is a tour T ′ with the same endpoints as T which visits all points visited by T , crosses C
at most twice, and
w(T ′) ≤ w(T ) + 4w(MST(Cˆ)) ≤ w(T ) + 16r1− 1ddim(S) diam(Cˆ).
Remarks: The last inequality is due to Lemma 1.8. We sketch below the proof of this lemma for completeness,
as it is omitted from [44]. We also note for later reference that the bound w(T ′) ≤ w(T ) + 4w(MST(C))
follows by the same proof, except for replacing the minimum spanning tree for Cˆ with one for C.
Proof. [Sketch] For simplicity, we shall consider only a closed tour T , and omit the adaptations needed
for an open tour. Break the tour T at each crossing of C, and fix arbitrarily two crossings to keep (the two
is because T is closed).
Consider first the portions of the tour that are inside C. As these portions are “disconnected” only at
points of Cˆ (in fact, excluding at most two of the points), adding a minimum spanning tree on Cˆ of total
weight w(MST(Cˆ)), results in a set of edges that is connected. Let Codd be the points in Cˆ that have an odd
degree under the current set of edges, and add a minimum-weight matching on Codd. We claim (and will
prove shortly) that the matching’s total weight is at most w(MST(Cˆ)). Using the claim, the current set of
edges (consisting of portions of the tour, a spanning tree, and a matching) is both connected and has even
degree at all but two vertices (the two crossings we keep). By Euler’s theorem, these edges can be arranged
as an open tour connecting the two retained crossings. These manipulations increase the tour length by at
most 2w(MST(Cˆ)).
The same arguments apply separately to the portions outside C, Patching them as before into an open
tour between the two retained crossings increases the tour length again by at most 2w(MST(Cˆ)). However,
the patching described above introduces edges inside C, and so we add a final step to “shortcut” around
these edges. This shortcut maintains all visits to vertices outside C (and their order), and does not increase
the tour length (by the triangle inequality). The lemma follows by combining the two open tours.
To prove the claim concerning the minimum-weight matching on Codd, define new weights w
′ between
points in Cˆ as follows. Let w′(x, y) be the shortest-path distance on the tree MST(Cˆ), and observe that
w′(x, y) ≥ w(x, y). Thus, it suffices to upper bound a minimum-weight matching (on Codd) under the tree
weights w′. Consider such a matching, and view every edge in the matching as a path in the tree MST(Cˆ).
These tree-paths must be disjoint, because if two tree-paths were to use the same tree-edge, then a simple
swap would decrease the weight of the matching. Thus, this matching’s weight (under w′) is at most the
total weight of the tree, that is at most w(MST(Cˆ).
We prove here another version of the Patching Lemma, tailored to our specific needs.
Lemma 1.10. Let T be a tour that visits all of S, and suppose it crosses a cluster C at most r times, at
cross-points Cˆ ⊂ C. Let {Ti}ki=1 be the maximal subtours of T that are entirely inside C. Then there exists
a closed tour T ′ that visits all points of C, contains only edges in ∪iTi and in MST(Cˆ), and
w(T ′) ≤
k∑
i=1
w(Ti) + 2w(MST(Cˆ)) ≤
k∑
i=1
w(Ti) + 8r
1− 1
ddim(S) diam(C).
Remark: The last inequality is due to Lemma 1.8 and diam(Cˆ) ≤ diam(C).
Proof. The idea is to “stitch” together the different subtours Ti, by constructing a suitable multigraph
on the vertex-set C. We initialize the multigraph to be the tours Ti. The endpoints of these tours are all
included in the cross-points Cˆ, so by adding to our multigraph the edges of MST(Cˆ), we make sure the
multigraph is connected. Let Codd ⊆ C be the vertices of odd degree in our multigraph, and observe that
Codd ⊆ Cˆ because all vertices in C \ Cˆ have an even degree in ∪iTi and degree zero in MST(Cˆ). Now add to
our multigraph a minimum-weight perfect matching Modd on Codd. By well-known arguments which date
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back to Christofides [14],
w(Modd) ≤ 12w(OPT(Codd)) ≤ 12w(OPT(Cˆ)) ≤ w(MST(Cˆ)),
and thus the total edge-weight in our multigraph is at most
∑k
i=1 w(Ti) + 2w(MST(Cˆ)). Furthermore, the
multigraph is Eulerian – connected with even degrees – and thus admits a closed tour T ′ that visits all points
visited by ∪iTi, and hence all points of C, and whose weight w(T ′) is bounded as desired.
Note that the previous lemma does not address connecting the tour segments outside the cluster.
This can be done via the minimum spanning tree, which adds an additional weight of 2w(MST(Cˆ)) ≤
8r1−
1
ddim(S) diam(C) to the final tour.
Exponential distribution. In the construction of our hierarchy (Sections 2 and 3), we will need to create
a ball centered at a point u, with a random radius chosen according to the exponential distribution. Having
fixed some value a, the density function of this distribution can take the form:
f(r) =
28 ddim(S)
1− 2−8ddim(S) ·
8 ddim(S) ln 2
a
· 2− 8 ddim(S)a r
for r ∈ [a, 2a], and 0 for all other values of r, see [2].
1.5. Local behavior of optimal tour. We next show that the weight of the optimal net-respecting
tour inside some neighborhood can be approximated using a minimum spanning tree of points in that
neighborhood.
Lemma 1.11. Let OPTNR(S) be an optimal net-respecting tour visiting all points in S (for 0 < ε ≤ 16
and s ≥ 6). Then for all u ∈ S and any radius R > 0,
(i). w(OPTNR(S) ∩B∗(u,R)) ≤ 6(1 + 16ε) · w(MST(B(u,R))).
(ii). w(OPTNR(S) ∩B∗(u, 4R)) ≥ w(MST(B(u,R))) − (s/ε)2 ddim(S)R.
Proof. We show that if (i) does not hold, we can modify the tour to reduce its weight, which then
contradicts the assumption that the tour is optimal. Applying the Patching Lemma (Lemma 1.9, with the
subsequent remark) to the tour OPTNR(S) with respect to the cluster B(u,R), we get a modified tour
which visits all of S and crosses that cluster at most twice, while increasing the tour’s length by at most
4w(MST(B(u,R))). Now replace the portion of this tour inside the cluster with a tour that is derived from
an MST of B(u,R), and thus adds total length of at most 2w(MST(B(u,R))) (Lemma 1.8). Finally, convert
the newly added edges to be net-respecting (Lemma 1.6); This entire process first removes from the tour a
total length of w(OPTNR(S)∩B∗(u,R)), while adding a total length of at most 6(1+16ε)·w(MST(B(u,R))).
Part (i) follows from the optimality of OPTNR(S).
To prove part (ii), consider a tour OPTNR(S). BallB(u,R) partitions the tour into subtours T1, T2, T3, . . .,
where Tk for odd k contains only edges in B
∗(u,R) and Tk+1 contains only edges not in B∗(u,R). Note that
the first and last points in Tk+1 must be in B(u,R). By definition, w(OPT
NR(S)) =
∑
k w(Tk).
We will now construct a connected graph G whose edges are all in B∗(u, 4R) and which spans all points
of B(u,R), and use a charging argument to bound its weight against w(OPTNR(S)∩B∗(u, 4R)). First, add
to G all subtours inside B∗(u,R) – that is, Tk for odd k. The cost of these edges of G are charged to the
contribution of Tk to OPT
NR(S)∩B∗(u, 4R). Now consider subtours Tk+1. If Tk+1 visits only points inside
B(u, 4R), then add Tk+1 to G, and the cost of these edges of G are charged to the contribution of Tk+1 to
OPTNR(S) ∩B∗(u, 4R).
If Tk+1 exits B(u, 4R), then consider two more cases: (i) If Tk+1 touches a point of the annulus v ∈
B(u, 4R) \ B(u, 3R) before its initial exit from B(u, 4R) or after its final entrance into B(u, 4R), then add
to G an edge connecting the first and last points of Tk+1. Since the endpoints of Tk+1 are in B(u,R), the
added edge has weight at most 2R. Since Tk+1 connects one of its endpoints to a point in the annulus, we
have that w(Tk+1 ∩ B∗(u, 4R)) ≥ 3R − R = 2R, so the added edge can be charged to the contribution of
Tk+1 to OPT
NR(S) ∩ B∗(u, 4R). (ii) If Tk+1’s first exit and final entrance into B(u, 4R) are from points
not in the annulus, then we add to G an edge connecting the exit and entry points in B(u, 3R). Now, since
these cross-points are in B(u, 3R), the edges crossing B(u, 4R) have length at least R. Let i be the value for
which si ≤ εR < si+1; by the net-respecting property, these cross-points must belong to an si-net. Since by
Lemma 1.5 the number of si-net points in B(u, 3R) is at most ( 2·6RεR/s )
ddim(S) < 13 (s/ε)
2 ddim(S), the cost of
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adding edges connecting all si-net points in B(u, 3R) is at most 3R · 13 (s/ε)2 ddim(S) = (s/ε)2 ddim(S)R, from
which the Lemma follows.
2. TSP via hierarchical clustering (Arora and Talwar). As an exposition to our PTAS, we
review a variant of the algorithm of Talwar [44] (and in turn Arora [5]), which uses hierarchical clustering to
compute a (1+ ε)-approximate tour in quasi-polynomial time. Recall that we may assume that the instance
of TSP is a set S with minimum interpoint distance 1 and diameter O(n/ε) = O(n2). The construction
uses a hierarchy of nets as described above. We first introduce the single-scale partition invoked by the
algorithm – i.e., a partition which functions separately on each hierarchical level. This partition follows the
same framework used in [8, 9, 20, 25, 2], and is slightly different from the one that appeared in [44] in that
it uses the exponential distribution.
Single-scale probabilistic partition. Fix a set S′ ⊆ S to be partitioned. Fix a level i, and impose an
arbitrary ordering π on the points of the si-net Hi ⊆ S. The clusters are formed one by one following the
ordering π. Each point of Hi constitutes a cluster center. With each net-point u ∈ Hi we associate a random
radius hu ∈ [si, 2si] from an exponential distribution. The ball B(u, hu) constitutes a new fixed cluster of S′,
and then the process continues to form the rest of the clusters. The boundary of u’s cluster is determined
only by the ordering imposed by π, and by the balls associated with cluster centers at distance at most 4si
from u. By the packing property (Lemma 1.5), there are at most 23ddim(S) such cluster centers.
The next claim follows from [2].
Claim 2.1. For every u, v ∈ S′ ⊆ S, the probability that the single-scale probabilistic partition assigns u
and v to different clusters (they are cut) is at most c
′ ddim(S)d(u,v)
si for some absolute constant c
′ > 0.
Hierarchical clustering. To create the hierarchical clustering, we first choose a single-scale partition for
the top level L. As described above, each net point chooses a radius in the range [sL, 2sL], and then every
point in S is assigned to the first ball in π that covers it. For the next hierarchical level L − 1, we take
each L-level cluster separately, and build for its points a new partition with random radius in the range
[sL−1, 2sL−1]. The construction continues recursively until level 0, the bottom level. Note that each cluster
has sO(ddim(S)) child clusters.
It follows that an i-level cluster is ultimately formed by independent single-scale partitions acting on all
levels i and higher. It further follows that for any point pair u and v, the probability that the pair are cut at
level i (found in different i-level hierarchical clusters) is bounded by the sum of the probabilities that they are
cut by each single-scale partition acting on a level i or higher, that is
∑L
j=i
c′ ddim(S)d(u,v)
sj = O
(
ddim(S)d(u,v)
si
)
.
TSP algorithm and analysis. The dynamic programming TSP algorithm functions on the hierarchical
clustering above. A tour is (m, r)-light with respect to a fixed hierarchical partition if it crosses each i-level
cluster at most r times, and only at a set of m predetermined points, called the portals. Following [44], we
define the m portals to be the s
i
M -net points in the cluster, for some value M to be fixed below
5. Recall that
the diameter of an i-level cluster is at most 4si, and so it follows from Lemma 1.5 that m ≤ (8M)ddim(S).
Throughout this section, we will take s = 6 (the minimum admissible value of s in Lemma 1.11).
An optimal (m, r)-light tour for the hierarchical clustering can be computed by dynamic programming
as follows: Consider a cluster C. Any valid (m, r)-light tour crosses C at most r times and only at portals, so
the restriction of the path to C consists of at most r paths starting and ending at portals. A configuration is
a multiset of r or fewer portals partitioned into pairs (each representing an entry/exit pair). A single portal
may appear more than once in the configuration if the tour crosses it multiple times, but each instance
counts towards r. A cluster has m portals, so there are no more than mr possible configurations. Now,
assuming inductively that optimal (m, r)-light tours have already been computed for all configurations for
all sO(ddim(S)) children of C under the hierarchical clustering, the optimal (m, r)-light tour for each possible
configuration ofC can be computed by a brute-force algorithm: Since the (m, r)-light tour of each child cluster
enters and exits via a portal, we can “stitch” together the child tours through the child portals. For each
fixed configuration of C (at most mr possible configurations), we consider all possible child configurations
(ms
O(ddim(S))r). Having fixed a configuration for every child cluster, we have sO(ddim(S))r candidate child
5In the event that the hierarchical cluster does not include the s
i
M
-net points that cover the cluster points, we can always add
to the cluster copies of the net points. In this case, the added points function as portals for the cluster, but do not necessarily
need to be covered by a tour for the cluster.
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portals where the tour may cross. Since each child portal may be connected to one of sO(ddim(S))r other
candidate child portals, all possible graphs connecting these portals can be enumerated in time bounded by(
sO(ddim(S))r
)sO(ddim(S))r
. Below we will choose a value for r satisfying r = sω(ddim(S)), so we can bound the
previous term by rs
O(ddim(S))r. For each parent configuration, we choose the valid graph with the least cost
tour. The total runtime is (mr)s
O(ddim(S))r = ms
O(ddim(S))r.
Crucially, it follows from [44] that with constant probability, the hierarchical clustering for S admits an
(m, r)-light tour with weight at most (1+ ε)OPT(S). Define M to be the smallest power of s that is greater
or equal to ddim(S)Lε – that is,
M
s <
ddim(S)L
ε ≤ M , and so m ≤ (8M)ddim(S) ≤ (8s ddim(S)L/ε)ddim(S).
(Recall that L = logs n.) Set r equal to m. The proof proceeds as in [5], by showing that an optimal tour
can be slightly modified to observe the (m, r)-light property. The cost of modifying the tour is charged to
the tour’s edges, and the analysis shows that the cost charged to each edge is small. Briefly, the probability
that an edge e = (u, v) is cut by the i-level partition is bounded by c
′d(u,v) ddim(S)
si . If the edge is cut, it is
rerouted through s
i
M -net points, at an additive cost (increase in tour length) of
4si
M . Hence, the expected cost
of rerouting e due to a cut at level i is c
′d(u,v) ddim(S)
si · 4s
i
M = O
(
εd(u,v)
L
)
, and the expected cost of rerouting
e due to a cut in any of O (L) levels is O(ε · d(u, v)). The previous step ensures that all edges crossing the
cluster are incident on valid portals.
Now, if the optimal tour crosses an i-level cluster some r˜ ≥ r times, the number of crossing must
be decreased. In this event, the tour is patched via the minimum spanning tree on the cross points (as
in Lemma 1.9). The cost is charged to the edges participating in the patching, at a per edge cost of
O
(
si r˜1−1/ddim(S)
r˜
)
= O
(
siε
ddim(S)L
)
. But an edge participates in a patching only if it is cut (which happens
with the probability stated above), and hence the expected charged cost to e due to patchings at one level is
O
(
d(u,v) ddim(S)
si · s
iε
ddim(S)L
)
= O
(
ε·d(u,v)
L
)
, and due to patchings for all L levels is O(ε · d(u, v)). The values
for m and r imply that the algorithm above runs in quasi-polynomial time ms
O(ddim(S))r = 2(
L
ε )
O˜(ddim(S))
=
2(
log n
ε )
O˜(ddim(S))
.
Runtime bottleneck. In closing this section, we will elaborate on why the above algorithm does not
achieve a PTAS. The runtime is directly affected by the dependence of r on L, which causes the term
LO(ddim(S)) = (logs n)
O(ddim(S)) to appear in the exponent. The dependence of r on L itself stems from the
fact that the probability of a pair to be cut by each single-scale partition is calculated separately, and then
these probabilities are summed over L levels, resulting in a term L appearing in the summation. Indeed, in
the hierarchical clustering employed by the algorithm, the event that edge e is cut by an i-level single-scale
partition, and by no other single-scale partition, is Θ
(
ddim(S)
si
)
. Hence, the expected cost of participating
in an i-level patching is mostly independent of the expected cost of participating in a j-level patching for
all i 6= j, and so a term of L must appear in r. This is precisely the reason why the analysis presented by
Talwar [44] does not achieve a PTAS for metric TSP.
3. Obtaining a PTAS. In this section, we prove Theorem 1.3, the central contribution of this paper.
Henceforth, we assert the conditions of Lemma 1.11, namely s ≥ 6 and 0 < ε ≤ 16 .
Our algorithm for TSP is an adaptation of the one employed by Talwar [44]. His algorithm requires
a hierarchical partition, yet we cannot directly employ the partition of Section 2. As mentioned above,
that clustering essentially decides the cluster assignment for each level separately, and hence we cannot
successfully invoke the analysis of [5] to bound the expected cost of patchings per level.
Instead, we will employ a modified version of the above partition, and analyze its performance on net-
respecting tours. We will show that if a tour obeys some edge-sparsity property, then it admits an (m, r)-light
tour on a hierarchy very similar to the one above. Crucially, the edge-sparsity property allows us to achieve
r = O((log n)c) for a small constant c < 1, which implies a polynomial runtime. (Although we fix the value
of c in the analysis, it can in fact be taken as an arbitrarily small constant.) This partition can be found by
a “brute-force” version of the above dynamic programming algorithm. We then show that if the tour has
edge-dense areas, then we can segment S into sparse pieces, and solve TSP separately on each.
In what follows, we will mostly consider net-respecting tours. Note that for an optimal tour which is not
net-respecting, we may impose the assumption that no point of S is visited more than once: If the optimal
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tour visits a point v more than once, we may shortcut around v by directly connecting its antecedent and
successor points in the tour. However, this shortcutting is not always possible for optimal net-respecting
tours, since connecting the antecedent and successor points may violate the net-respecting property of the
tour. Indeed, an i-level net-point v may possess links to ε−O(ddim(S)) j-level netpoints at each level j ≤ i.
To address this issue, we will consider each occurence of v in the hierarchy to be a separate copy of v: The
copy of v in Hj is connected to at most ε
−O(ddim(S)) other net-points of Hj . We will also connect the copy
of v in Hj to copies of v in Hj−1 and Hj+1 (if applicable), via edges of infinitesimally small length. (We
shall assume that these edges are never cut, and so do not figure into the cut analysis.) By Lemma 1.4, an
optimal net-respecting tour traverses each of these edges at most twice. We consider an i level partition to
cut only edges incident on copies in levels j ≤ i – the longer edges are only cut by higher level partitions.
3.1. An algorithm for sparse tours. In this section we show the following: For any fixed hierarchy, if
there exists some net-respecting tour T whose edges obey a specific edge-sparsity condition, then there exists
some clustering on the hierarchy which supports an (m, r)-light tour T ′ with low weight w(T ′) ≤ (1+ε)w(T )
(for favorable values of m, r, see Lemma 3.1). Further, we can find this hierarchical clustering and the tour
T in polynomial time (Lemma 3.2). Later in Section 3.2, we will show that S can always be broken down
into subsets which admit edge-sparse tours.
A tour T is said to be q-sparse with respect to a hierarchy H1, . . . , HL if for all i ∈ [L] and u ∈ Hi, the
edges of T fully contained inside the ball B(u, 3si) have weight w(T ∩B∗(u, 3si)) ≤ qsi. The ball B∗(u, 3si)
is said to be q-sparse with respect to the tour.
Suppose that an oracle had informed us that S admits a net-respecting tour that is a (1+ε)-approximation
to OPT(S) and is q-sparse. (An oracle with a similar capability is presented in Section 3.2, for some values
of q.) Then we can prove the following lemma. (Recall that c′ is the constant appearing in Claim 2.1.)
Lemma 3.1. Suppose S admits a net-respecting q-sparse tour T . Then there exists a hierarchical
clustering for S which admits an (m, r)-light tour T ′ with w(T ′) ≤ (1 + ε)w(T ) for
m := (8 logs n · s ddim(S)/ε)ddim(S)
and
r = r(q) := 18q · 26 ddim(S) ddim(S) logs logn+ (2c′ ddim(S)/ε)ddim(S) + (4s/ε)2 ddim(S).
We remark that the tour T ′ need not be net-respecting.
Proof. The proof proceeds in three steps. In Step 1, we show how to construct the hierarchical clustering.
We then prove the existence of (m, r)-light tour T ′ by showing that T can be modified to cross the clusters
only at portal points (Step 2), and to cross the portal points only r times (Step 3).
Step 1. Fix T . The hierarchical clustering closely follows the description from Section 2, with the only
difference being that the cluster radii are chosen a little more carefully. Consider a net-point u ∈ Hj . Let
Ej -short be the edges of T of length at most s
j , and let E˜j -short ⊆ Ej -short include only edges of T with at
least one endpoint inside B(u, 2sj). As a consequence of the q-sparsity of the ball B(u, 3sj), we have that∑
e∈E˜j -short w(e) ≤ qsj .
Recall that we wish to assign u a random radius hu ∈ [sj , 2sj]. Let V include all values in the (continuous)
range [sj , 2sj ] which cut fewer than 9q23ddim(S) ddim(S) edges of E˜j -short. Since B(u, 2s
j) is q-sparse, the
sum of edge lengths in E˜j -short is at most qs
j , and so a simple averaging argument gives that less than a
fraction 1
9·23 ddim(S) ddim(S) of radii in [s
j , 2sj ] intersect more than 9q · 23 ddim(S) ddim(S) edges of E˜j -short.
We choose hu randomly from an exponential distribution on [s
j , 2sj] and resample until finding a hu ∈ V .
Recalling that the density function f(·) of the exponential distribution is decreasing, and setting parameter
a = sj, the probability that a sampled radius is invalid is less than f(a) · a
9·23 ddim(S) ddim(S) < 2
−3 ddim(S) ln 2.
The rest of the clustering is done exactly as before by iterating over centers. Note that knowledge of T
was necessary to determine which radii are valid choices for hu.
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Step 2. We now analyze the expected cost of converting the tour T to cross every cluster only through
its m cluster portals. Consider some j-level cluster C, and recall that C is formed by combining a sequence
of single-scale partitions in levels i ≥ j. Let M be the smallest power of s at least ddim(S) logs nε , and as
above we define the m portals to be s
j
M -net points in the cluster. So the number of portals is at most
(8M)ddim(S) ≤
(
8s logs nddim(S)
ε
)ddim(S)
as required.
Recall from above that Ej -short is the set of edges of T of length at most s
j , and similarly define Ej -long
to be the edges of T of length greater than sj . Since T is net-respecting, the edges of Ej -long must all
incident on sk-net points (or higher level points) for sk ≤ εsj < sk+1. Since M is a power of s and εsj > sjM ,
we conclude that sk ≥ sjM . Hence these long edges cross C at a subset of the s
j
M -net points, and no further
action is required.
We turn to edges Ej -short. Claim 2.1 asserted that the probability that a given edge e = (u, v) ∈ T is cut
by an i-level single-scale partition is bounded by c
′d(u,v) ddim(S)
si . We show that the probability that e is cut
conditioned on the choosing only valid radii (those belonging to V ) is at most 16c
′d(u,v) ddim(S)
si : An i-level
ball cutting e is within distance 2si of an endpoint of e, and so by Lemma 1.5 at most b = 2(2 · 4)ddim(S) =
2 · 23 ddim(S) balls may cut e. The partition imposed an ordering on these balls. Let Eℓ be the event that the
radius of the ℓ-th ball covers exactly one endpoint of e, and Fℓ be the event that it covers neither. Then the
probability that e is cut is exactly Pr[E1] + Pr[E2] Pr[F1] + Pr[E3] Pr[F1] Pr[F2] + . . . + Pr[Eb]Π
b−1
i=1 Pr[Fi].
Conditioning on choosing a valid radius increases this sum by at most a factor (1 − 2−3 ddim(S) ln 2)−b <
e2b2
−3 ddim(S) ln 2 = 16, as claimed.
If e ∈ Ej -short is cut, we reroute it through siM -net points, increasing the tour by at most 4s
i
M . So the
expected cost of moving e due to a cut in level i is at most 16c
′d(u,v) ddim(S)
si · 4s
i
M = O
(
εd(u,v)
logs n
)
, and the
expected cost of moving e due to cuts in all L = O (logs n) levels is O(εd(u, v)).
Step 3. Finally, we turn to the analysis of reducing the number of utilized cross-points to r via
patching. First consider edges of Ej -long. As explained above, these are incident on s
k-net points (or
higher level net points) for sk ≤ εsj < sk+1. By the packing property, these cross-points account for
at most (4sj/sk)ddim(S) < (4s/ε)ddim(S) active portals. Since a cluster may have at most (4s)ddim(S) sib-
ling clusters, and a tour may traverse each edge at most twice (Lemma 1.4), these acount for at most
2(4s)ddim(S)(4s/ε)ddim(S) < (4s/ε)2ddim(S) crossings. We can afford to retain all these crossings.
We turn to the short edges of Ej -short. Consider some j-level cluster C centered at u, and recall that C
is formed by choosing a valid radius hu ∈ [sj , 2sj], and further combining a sequence of single-scale partitions
in levels i ≥ j. Since the radius of each (i ≥ j)-level single-scale partition is chosen from V , it cuts at most
9q ddim(S) edges of length at most sj . Further, edges crossing C could have actually been cut by any i-level
ball whose center is within distance hu + 2s
i ≤ 4si from the center of C; there are at most 23 ddim(S) such
balls at each level i. It follows that the number of edges in E˜j -short cut by each i-level single-scale partition
is at most 23 ddim(S) · 9q · 23 ddim(S) ddim(S). Set
r′ = r′(q) := max
{
26 ddim(S) · 18q ddim(S) logs logn,
(
2c′ ddim(S)
ε
)ddim(S)}
and consider the case where at least r′ edges of E˜j -short are cut. Then at least r′/2 edges of E˜j -short must
have been cut by balls in levels i ≥ j + logs logn, and we can charge a patching for j-level cluster C only to
these short edges.
Now, if more than r′ short edges cross C, the tour is patched via the minimum spanning tree (a` la
Lemma 1.9), at a per edge cost of O
(
sjr′1−1/ddim(S)
r′/2
)
= O
(
sjε
ddim(S)
)
. Recall though that the edges charged
for this patching are edges cut by balls at levels j + logs logn or higher. It follows that the expected cost
to edge (u, v) due to a patching for j-level cluster C is O
(
d(u,v) ddim(S)
sj+logs log n
· sjεddim(S)
)
= O
(
εd(u,v)
logn
)
, and due to
patchings at all levels is O(εd(u, v)). This concludes the analysis for the short edges, and together with the
long edges the total number of cross-points is at most r := r′ + (4s/ε)ddim(S).
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Let s = (logn)1/(c
′′ ddim(S)) for some constant c′′ ≥ 32. We can now provide an efficient algorithm to
find a tour with the guarantees of the last lemma.
Lemma 3.2. If S admits a net-respecting q-sparse tour T , then there exists a randomized algorithm that,
with constant probability, finds a tour T ′ with w(T ′) ≤ (1+ε)w(T ) in time nO(24 ddim(S))·2O(q(ddim(S)/ε)3 ddim(S) 4
√
log n).
Proof. If we could compute a hierarchical clustering that realizes Lemma 3.1, then the standard dynamic
program from Section 2 would give a tour for S satisfying Lemma 3.2. However, we cannot compute this
hierarchical clustering, since we do not have access to T and cannot know which radii are valid choices for
hu. Instead, we present a dynamic program that guesses the proper value of hu. Recall that the exponential
distribution of [2] implies that a random guess for the value of hu is a valid value with probability at least 1/2.
Hence, O(log n) independent random choices ensure that at least one choice for hu is valid with probability
1− 1n2 , which by a union bound implies that with constant probability, for each net-point at least one of its
O(log n) choices is valid.
We begin by fixing O(logn) random radius choices for each net-point. Now consider some j-level cluster
C centered at u ∈ Hj . C is formed by cuts from neighboring balls in levels j and above, and we wish to
enumerate all possible formations of C: Recall that we make O(log n) random choices for hu ∈ [sj , 2sj].
Further, since for all i ≥ j, u is within distance hu + 2si < 4si of 23 ddim(S) other si-net points whose radii
may cut C, and we guess O(log n) radii for each of these net-point, C may be cut in (O(log n))2
3 ddim(S)
different ways by the i-level partition. Since C may be cut from above in all L− j levels, it follows that the
number of possible formations for C is bounded by (O(log n))2
3 ddim(S)L. Recall that s = (logn)1/c
′′ ddim(S),
and it follows that the number of levels in the hierarchy is L = O(logs n) = O
(
ddim(S) logn
log logn
)
. So the number
of possible formations for C is bounded by (O(log n))2
3 ddim(S)L = nO(2
4 ddim(S)).
Having fixed all random radii, we compute tour T via a dynamic programming algorithm which executes
an exhaustive search. The dynamic programming table possesses a single entry for each possible portal
configuration of each possible formation of each cluster center. So the table possesses mr · nO(24 ddim(S))
entries. The algorithm must compute for each entry an optimal cluster tour for the particular cluster
formation and portal configuration. The table is filled in a bottom-up fashion, from level 0 to level L, and
the algorithm computes the entry for a j-level cluster by consulting the entries of its child clusters in level
j − 1: An j-level cluster C has at most s2 ddim(S) child clusters, and since each cluster has O(log n) possible
radii, there are (O(log n))s
2 ddim(S)
possible child formations. For each fixed child formation, we consider each
portal configuration for the set of children ((mr)s
2 ddim(S)
possibilities), and consult the appropriate table
entries for the cost of the optimal child cluster tours. We then compute the cost of connecting the child
portals to form a valid tour through the portals of C: This can be done by enumerating all graphs with one
edge on each vertex, in at most
(
rs2 ddim(S)
)rs2 ddim(S)
different ways.
Note that (assuming sufficiently large ddim(S) = Ω(1))
r logm = O(q26 ddim(S) log logn·(s ddim(S)/ε)2 ddim(S)·log logn·log(1/ε)) = O(q(ddim(S)/ε)3 ddim(S)s2 ddim(S)(log logn)2).
So we can bound each of the expressions above by:
(mr logn)O(rs
2 ddim(S)) = 2O(r logms
2 ddim(S)) = 2O(q(ddim(S)/ε)
3 ddim(S)s4 ddim(S)(log log n)2) = 2O(q(ddim(S)/ε)
3 ddim(S)) 4
√
logn).
Lemma 3.2 follows.
3.2. Eliminating dense areas. Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 show that sparse tours admit efficient hierarchical
decompositions and algorithms. Here, we consider tours that have dense neighborhoods, and show that the
point set can be divided into areas with all light tours. We then solve TSP on each subset, and join the
resulting subtours into a single tour.
Set q := (s/ε)O(ddim(S)) · 2O(ddim2(S)).
Lemma 3.3. There is a (randomized) polynomial-time algorithm that given a set S (with |S| > 1),
computes two subsets S1 ⊂ S and S2 ( S with S1 ∪ S2 = S and S1 ∩ S2 6= ∅, such that
(a). OPTNR(S1) is q
′-sparse, for q′ = O(q 8
√
logn) ; and
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(b). w(OPTNR(S1)) + w(OPT
NR(S2)) ≤ w(OPTNR(S)) + εw(OPTNR(S1)).
Before proving Lemma 3.3, we will demonstrate that it can be used to complete the proof of Theorem
1.3.
Proof. [Proof of Theorem 1.3] Given a point set S, if S contains a single point then we are done.
Otherwise, we use the procedure of Lemma 3.3 to create two instances of TSP, S1 ⊆ S and S2 ⊂ S. S1
admits a q′-sparse and net-respecting tour OPTNR(S1) as promised by Lemma 3.3. A tour of almost the
same cost (at most 1 + ε factor larger) can be computed by the algorithm of Lemma 3.2, obtaining a tour
T1, where w(T1) ≤ (1 + ε)w(OPTNR(S1)). The tour for S2 is solved recursively (that is S is replaced by
S2), obtaining a tour T2. The inequality S1 ∩ S2 6= ∅ implies that separate tours T1 and T2 can be joined
together to obtain a complete tour T at no additional cost.
We now prove inductively that w(T ) ≤
(
1+ε
1−ε
)
· w(OPTNR(S)). By the induction hypothesis we have
that w(T2) ≤
(
1+ε
1−ε
)
· w(OPTNR(S2)). Lemma 3.3 implies that
w(T1) ≤ (1 + ε)w(OPTNR(S1)) ≤
(
1 + ε
1− ε
)
· (w(OPTNR(S))− w(OPTNR(S2))).
Therefore
w(T ) = w(T1) + w(T2) ≤ w(T1) +
(
1 + ε
1− ε
)
· w(OPTNR(S2)) ≤
(
1 + ε
1− ε
)
· w(OPTNR(S)),
proving the inductive claim. Finally, by Lemma 1.6 we have that w(T ) = (1 + O(ε)) · w(OPT(S)). The
runtime follows from executing the algorithm of Lemma 3.2 on the q′-sparse sets of Lemma 3.3.
We now return to proving Lemma 3.3. We require a preliminary lemma. Define the annulus A(v, r1, r2) =
B(v, r2)\B(v, r1), and let A∗(v, r1, r2) be the set of edges with both endpoints inside the annulus A(v, r1, r2).
Lemma 3.4. For any level i, let v ∈ S be a point for which w(MST(B(v, si))) is maximized, and let this
weight be q∗si. Let T = OPTNR(S). If q∗ ≥ 6.5 the following hold.
(i). w(MST(B(v, 13si))) < 25 ddim(S) · q∗si.
(ii). Set δ ≤ 112 . There exists a radius h ∈ [12si, 13si] for which
w(T ∩ A∗(v, h− 6δsi, h+ 6δsi)) < 144δ(1 + 16ε)w(MST(B(v, 13si))).
(iii). Let h be as above, let k satisfy sk ≤ δsi < sk+1, and let N(h) denote the set of all k-level points
which cover points of A(v, h− δsi, h+ δsi). Then∑
u∈N(h)
w(MST(u, sk)) < 25 ddim(S)w(T ∩ A∗(v, h− 6δsi, h+ 6δsi)) + (2s2/εδ)2 ddim(S)sk.
Proof. To prove the first item: Lemma 1.5 implies that B(v, 13si) can be covered by (2 · 13/3)ddim <
24 ddim(S) balls of radius 3si centered at points of S. Note that w(MST(B(v, 13si))) is bounded by the cost
of constructing a minimum spanning tree inside each of these small balls and then connecting the balls
together. By choice of v, each small ball has minimum spanning tree weight at most q∗si, so the sum of the
weights of these minimum spanning trees is less than 24 ddim(S)q∗si. By Lemma 1.8, the centers of the small
balls can be joined by an spanning tree of weight 4(24ddim(S))1−1/ ddim(S) · 26si = 24 ddim(S) · 6.5si. It follows
that w(MST(B(v, 13si)) < 24 ddim(S)(q∗ + 6.5)si ≤ 25 ddim(S) · q∗si.
To prove the second item: By an averaging argument, there is a value for h for which T ∩ A∗(v, h −
6δsi, h + 6δsi) contains edges of total weight at most 12 · 2δ · w(T ∩ B∗(v, 13si)). By Lemma 1.11(i),
w(T ∩B∗(v, 13si)) ≤ 6(1 + 16ε)w(MST(B(v, 13si))). The item follows.
To prove the third item: By Lemma 1.11(ii) for each k-level net point u we have w(MST(B(u, sk))) ≤
w(T ∩B∗(u, 4sk)) + (s/ε)2 ddim(S)sk. By Lemma 1.5, the number of k-level net points covering the annulus
is upper bounded by (2 · 2((13+ δ)si + sk)/sk)ddim(S) < (2 · 2(1+ 13.1s/δ))ddim(S) < (2s/δ)2 ddim(S). Hence,∑
u∈N(h)
w(MST(B(u, sk))) ≤
∑
u∈N(h)
[
w(T ∩B∗(u, 4sk))]+ (2s2/εδ)2 ddim(S)sk.
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Now, each ball B(u, 4sk) is fully contained in the larger annulus A∗(v, h − 6δsi, h + 6δsi)), and intersects
at most (2 · 16)ddim(S) = 25 ddim(S) other balls. So ∑u∈N(h) w(T ∩ B∗(u, 4sk)) ≤ 25 ddim(S)w(T ∩ A∗(v, h −
6δsi, h+ 6δsi)), and the item follows.
Finally, we complete the proof of Lemma 3.3:
Proof. [Proof of Lemma 3.3] Suppose first that for all level i and u ∈ S, the edge-sparsity condition
w(MST(B(u, 3si)) ≤ 2qsi holds. then we conclude by Lemma 1.11(i) that OPTNR(S) is 13q-sparse, and our
lemma is trivial: Set S1 = S and S2 includes an arbitrary single point. Assume then that the edge-sparsity
condition does not hold. The algorithm begins by locating the lowest level i for which there exists u ∈ S
such that w(MST(B(u, 3si)) > 2qsi, and setting v to be such that w(MST(B(v, 3si))) is maximized. Let
q∗ := w(MST(B(v, 3si))/si, and it follows that q∗ > 2q.
Fix a tour T = OPTNR(S). Ideally, we would now like to choose some radius h, partition S into two
point sets S˜1 = B(v, h) and S˜2 = S \ S˜1, and then provide tours for the two sets whose combined weight is
only slightly greater than that of T . Let S˜∗i denote the edges of the complete graph on the points of S˜i (for
i = 1, 2); then we could bound the weight of the subtours by showing that each Ti = S˜
∗
i ∩ T (for i = 1, 2)
can be made into a closed tour by adding only a light-weight collection of edges to “patch” the edges of T
cut by the partition (as in Lemma 1.10). However, this plan may be costly because the patchings might be
expensive; for example, a radius h ball can cut many edges of T which then need to be patched. Moreover,
in order to ensure that the subtours are net-respecting, we need to augment the sets S˜i with appropriate
(nearby) net points. To solve this problem, we will show how to create sets S1 ⊃ S˜1 (which also contains
some points of S˜2) and S2 ⊃ S˜2 (which also contains some points of S˜1) for which the lemma holds.
We choose a radius h ∈ [12si, 13si] given by Lemma 3.4. In what follows, we will show separately how
to patch long and short edges crossing S˜1. (Similarly arguments allow for patching S˜2.)
Let Ei -long be the set of long edges of T crossing S˜1, those of length more than δs
i for δ = O(ε/210 ddim(S)).
Since T is net-respecting, these edges must cross S˜1 at j-level net points, where j satisfies s
j ≤ εδsi < sj+1.
We will patch the edges of Ei -long crossing S˜1 using the minimum spanning tree of all j-level net points
covering S˜1. There are (s/εδ)
4 ddim(S) such net points, and their net-respecting MST has weight less than
(1 + 16ε)(s/εδ)4ddim(S)si < εqsi for an appropriate choice of q (see Lemmas 1.6, 1.8), which bounds, up to
a constant factor, the cost of patching the long edges crossing S˜1.
We now turn to patching the shorter edges of T that cross S˜1. Let Ei -short include edges of length at
most δsi. Now, these edges cross into S˜1 from a set of points V ⊂ S˜2 inside the annulus A(v, h−δsi, h+δsi).
Since we have shown how to patch the long edges of T1 crossing j-level net points, the short edges of T1
crossing V will be patched by connecting them to k-level net points (though not necessarily directly) where
k satisfies sk ≤ δsi < sk+1. To this end, add to S˜1 copies of all k-level net points which cover points in
V – call this set N(h) – as well as all lower level points within distance sk of N(h), and let the resulting
point set be S1. We patch the short edges via the MST of the s
k-radius balls of points in N(h), that is
∪u∈N(h)MST(B(u, sk)). By the three items of Lemma 3.4, when q ≥ ε−1(2s2/εδ)2 ddim(S) we have that the
total cost of this patching is
∪u∈N(h)w(MST(B(u, sk))) = O(δ) · 210 ddim(S)q∗si.
Since δ = O(ε/210 ddim(S)), this last bound is O(εq∗si). We then reroute all new edges to be net-respecting
(adding to S˜1 net points of S˜2 as necessary) at a trivial cost (Lemma 1.6).
We conclude that the total weight of all patchings (including short and long edges) is O(εq∗si). By
Lemma 1.11(ii) (and since S1 ⊃ B(v, 12si)) we havew(OPTNR(S1)) ≥ w(MST(B(v, 3si)))−(s/ε)2 ddim(S)3si =
q∗si − (s/ε)2 ddim(S)3si ≥ 12q∗si, so the patching cost is indeed O(ε) · w(OPTNR(S1)). A similar argument
applies to the patchings needed for S2, by adding to S˜2 all j-level net points of S˜1, as well as all k-level net
points of S˜1 covering points of S˜2 and their balls; the resulting set is S2. This completes the proof of part
(b) of the lemma.
We note that by construction S1 ∩ S2 6= ∅, and that S2 6= S (as implied by part (b) of the lemma).
We now complete the proof of part (a), translating balls with light MST to light tours. By the choice
of i, for every ℓ < i and every net-point u ∈ Hℓ, MST(B(u, 3sℓ)) ≤ 2qsℓ, and so by Lemma 1.11(i),
w(OPTNR(S1) ∩ B∗(u, 3sℓ)) ≤ 6(1 + 16ε)qsℓ ≤ 22qsℓ. While by assumption the ℓ-level balls have light
minimum spanning trees, this is not tree of the i-level ball B(v, 3si). Fix ℓ to be the value satisfying
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sℓ ≤ si < sℓ+1, and by the packing property the i-level ball covers (4s)ddim(S) ℓ-level balls. It follows that
w(OPTNR(S1) ∩B∗(u, 3si)) ≤ (4s)ddim(S)22qsℓ = O( 16
√
logn) · qsi, which completes the proof.
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